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ABSTRACT 10 

In the framework of the LIFE MINOx-STREET European project (co-financed by the EU), a commercial 11 
photocatalytic product consisting of a TiO2-based water solution was selected to be implemented 12 
and tested on the bituminous asphalt of a main road of the Municipality of Alcobendas (Madrid, 13 
Spain), covering an area of approximately one thousand square meters both ways. This coating 14 
material was selected after rigorous laboratory assays of a variety of commercial photocatalytic 15 
products. 16 

An expressly-designed experimental system has allowed to evaluate during 41-days the NOx 17 
depolluting ability of the photocatalytic material in that urban scenario. NOx ambient concentrations 18 
were monitored at several points located along the longitudinal axis of the selected road, both inside 19 
and outside the treated area with photocatalytic material. Moreover, meteorological and ambient 20 
parameters at building’s roof height were monitored to document the boundary conditions in the 21 
experimental area. 22 

In spite of the selected photocatalytic material showed a remarkable surface deposition velocity 23 
(7.2 10-3 m s-1) in laboratory tests and although the experimental deployment has been carefully 24 
designed and implemented to robustly compare control and test scenarios with a high time and 25 
spatial resolution, when analyzing average NOx concentrations under filtered optimal ambient 26 
conditions to guarantee the photocatalytic effect to be maximum, no clear trend could be observed 27 
in the ambient NOx concentrations that could be unequivocally associated with the sink effect 28 
induced by the implemented photocatalytic material. 29 

The results have shown that the NOx gradients formed along the road were quite large even without 30 
photocatalytic coating, reflecting a complex atmospheric reality far from a homogeneous behavior 31 
along the street, which made extremely difficult to observe the weak NOx sink effect existing. In fact, 32 
taking into account the precision of the experimental system, the potential environmental NOx 33 
purification capacity, if it had existed, would have had to be greater than 3% to be observed under 34 
the experimental conditions. This finding agrees with the estimates made by means of a simple but 35 
consistent first-order kinetic calculation for which an environmental reduction of NOx of less than 36 
1% was obtained. 37 

All the collected data have given detailed valuable information for evaluating the results provided 38 
by a mathematical model capable of simulating the dispersion of air pollutants at urban street scale. 39 
As it is presented in the Part II of this study, these simulations permitted to estimate accurately the 40 



 

 

impact on air quality of the use of this remediation technology not only under the actual 41 
experimental conditions but also in other urban scenarios. 42 
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INTRODUCTION 45 

Air pollution is the single largest environmental issue that affects public health globally. 46 
Experimental and epidemiological studies continue to accumulate evidence on the association 47 
between different serious effects on health, such as premature mortality and morbidity, mainly 48 
related to cardiovascular and respiratory disorders, and exposure to different atmospheric 49 
pollutants [WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2017]. 50 

In particular, WHO and literature reviews have shown that short-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide 51 
(NO2) increases respiratory hospital admissions and some support also exists for all-cause mortality 52 
while more robust long-term effects appear associated to bronchitis symptoms in asthmatic 53 
children [Samoli et al., 2006; WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2013]. For example, according to the 54 
European Environmental Agency, 68000 premature deaths were attributed to NO2 exposure in the 55 
EU-28 in 2016 [European Environment Agency, 2019 a]. 56 

The road transport sector continues to be the source that contributes the highest proportion of 57 
nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) emissions to the atmosphere (39% in the EU-28 in 2017) [European 58 
Environment Agency, 2019 a]. During the last two decades, Europe has applied very strict measures 59 
to improve air quality and comply with the EU limits of the air quality standards [Directive 60 
2008/50/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2008 on ambient air quality 61 
and cleaner air for Europe, 2008], having achieved a reduction in NOx emissions, for the period 1990-62 
2017, for all the sectors as a whole of around 57% and being this reduction even greater for the road 63 
traffic sector (close to 61%) [European Environment Agency, 2019 b]. 64 

Despite these efforts, the limit values for NO2 ambient concentrations continue to be exceeded, 65 
especially in urban environments. In fact, while overall NOx emissions from road traffic decreased 66 
noticeably, 10% of all stations in EEA-39 countries registered environmental concentrations above 67 
the annual limit value in 2017, being widely distributed throughout Europe. The 98% of all values 68 
above this threshold were observed in urban or suburban areas. In addition, concentrations above 69 
the hourly limit value were observed mainly at urban traffic stations [European Environment 70 
Agency, 2019 a]. 71 

This situation is partly due to the growth in the use of diesel vehicles and the increase in the 72 
proportion of NO2/NOx emissions since the implementation of the Euro 3 Diesel Oxidation Catalyst 73 
technology [Carslaw et al., 2016]; other studies have shown that the reduction of primary NO2 74 
emissions might not have a noticeable influence on urban NO2 concentrations and only a substantial 75 
reduction of local NOx emissions could help to meet the NO2 limits [Kurtenbach et al., 2012]. 76 

On the other hand, the United Nations foresee an increase of the European urban population during 77 
the period of 2015 to 2050 of 9.8 percentage points, reaching 84% of the total European population. 78 
This circumstance, together with the possible breach of the limit values of NO2, would imply an 79 
important increase in exposure to NO2 in great European urban areas. This is the case of Madrid 80 
area (Spain) where the city and other densely populated agglomerations of the region frequently 81 



 

 

exceed the hourly and annual limits for NO2 [Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 2017; MAPAMA, 2017; 82 
United Nations, 2018]. 83 

In order to reduce the contribution of NOx to air pollution in urban areas, different mitigation 84 
strategies are being implemented and evaluated. One of the emerging environmental control 85 
options with potential success in the removal of air pollutants is the use of building materials that 86 
incorporate photocatalytic compounds such as titanium dioxide (TiO2) which, activated by sunlight, 87 
allow the elimination of pollutants such as NOx from the air through heterogeneous photocatalysis 88 
[Chen et al., 2012]. This technology has had a remarkable development and has led to the 89 
commercialization of a number of photocatalytic products in which TiO2 is a component of paints or 90 
coatings as well as a constituent element of the construction material itself, founding in the 91 
European urban environments a huge field of application for depolluting purposes. 92 

In numerous tests developed at laboratory scale in last decade, carried out under different 93 
experimental conditions, an efficient reduction of NOx on photocatalytic surfaces is generally 94 
observed [Ballari et al., 2010; Laufs et al., 2010; Martínez et al., 2011; de Melo and Trichês, 2012; 95 
Ângelo et al., 2014; Mendoza et al., 2015; Sikkema et al., 2015; Zouzelka and Rathousky, 2017; 96 
Mothes et al., 2018] and most of these studies concluded that NOx are converted to nitrate, that 97 
remains adsorbed on the photocatalytic surface and could be subsequently removed by washing 98 
[Bengtsson and Castellote, 2010; Laufs et al., 2010; Martínez et al., 2011; Karapati et al., 2014]. 99 

On the other hand, several field experimental studies have been developed at real scale in outdoor 100 
conditions whose results concerning the reported efficiency of NOx reduction on treated surfaces 101 
are dissimilar, from high NOx remediation (19 to 80%) [Guerrini and Peccati, 2007; Maggos et al., 102 
2008; Chen and Chu, 2011; Ballari and Brouwers et al., 2013; Boonen and Beeldens, 2014] to low or 103 
non-detectable reduction [IPL, 2010; Gallus et al., 2015 a; Gallus et al., 2015 b; Tremper and Green, 104 
2016]. Such a controversial outcomes could have their explanation on several factors as ambient 105 
experimental conditions (meteorology and air quality), urban morphology of the studied site or the 106 
characteristics of the different photocatalytic products applied on distinct substrates. In fact, the 107 
interaction between atmosphere and urban surfaces involves processes at different spatial and 108 
temporal scales inducing complex flow patterns and strong gradients of pollutant concentration 109 
within the urban canopy, making it difficult the characterization of pollutants distribution. 110 

The research question that motivates this work is then: How to experimentally quantify the 111 
potential reduction in NOx ambient concentration due to the implementation of photocatalytic 112 
materials in a real street located in a medium density urban neighbourhood? 113 

To answer this question and having in mind the experiences mentioned above, a robust design of 114 
the field experiment seems to be crucial to study if changes detected in ambient pollutant 115 
concentrations are related to the presence of photocatalytic surfaces in the scenario of interest or 116 
are due to other factors [Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2016]. Additionally, 117 
after any exhaustive experimental field study, an adequate modelling of the urban scenario at 118 
microscale would be appropriate to quantify the contribution of the different factors potentially 119 
related to the possible observed sink effect on NOx. Therefore, studies under realistic environmental 120 
conditions are necessary to better estimate the real potential impact on ambient NOx 121 
concentrations of the use of photocatalytic products in urban areas. 122 

Research on the application of photoactive building materials is mostly limited to sidewalk 123 
pavements or facades, being very scarce those studies devoted to the impact that they could have 124 



 

 

on urban ambient air when are used as coating on asphalt pavements [Ballari et al., 2011; Hassan 125 
et al., 2013; Boonen and Beeldens, 2014]. In this work we specifically present the results of studying 126 
the effect of the use of a selected photocatalytic coating, designed to be applied in bituminous 127 
mixtures, on the environmental levels of NOx in a true urban canyon in the city of Alcobendas, which 128 
is a novelty with respect to the studies developed so far. 129 

The work presented in this contribution has been done in the framework of the LIFE MINOx-STREET 130 
project (Monitoring and modelling NOx removal efficiency of photocatalytic materials: a strategy for 131 
urban air quality management) [LIFE MINOx-STREET, 2020], co-financed by the LIFE Financial 132 
Instrument of the European Union and executed from July 2013 to July 2018, that was conceived as 133 
a demonstration project whose main objective has been to test the real capacities of different 134 
commercial photocatalytic materials to reduce urban atmospheric NOx concentrations. With this 135 
purpose, a variety of commercial TiO2 based photocatalytic building materials have been subjected 136 
to rigorous laboratory assays in order to study, on one hand, their mechanical and physical 137 
properties [Cadavid et al., 2015], operation-induced changes and durability [Palacios et al., 2015 a] 138 
and, on the other, their photoactivation and air-purifying capacity [Palacios et al., 2015 b; Palacios 139 
et al., 2015 c] and chemical and structural properties as well as the changes induced by ageing and 140 
regeneration processes [Sánchez et al., 2014; Sánchez et al., 2015; Suárez et al., 2017]. Moreover, 141 
the identification and quantification of some possible by-products generated that may have harmful 142 
effects on public health have been accomplished [Núñez et al., 2018]. 143 

Then, the most promising materials were selected and assayed by means of both outdoor 144 
experiments [Palacios et al., 2015 d] and controlled assays under ambient conditions [Palacios et 145 
al., 2015 e]. Additionally, three different photoactive products were selected based on rigorous 146 
laboratory tests. These materials were implemented in three urban scenarios in the city of 147 
Alcobendas, in the Madrid region (Spain) and measurement campaigns were carried out in each 148 
scenario: real street-canyon (roadway scenario), artificial street-canyon (sidewalk and facade 149 
scenarios). For this purpose, several experimental systems, specifically adapted to each case, were 150 
designed and arranged to try to establish a causal relationship between the presence of 151 
photocatalytic material implemented in each scenario and a possible observable decrease in NOx 152 
concentrations in the air. 153 

EXPERIMENTAL 154 

Street canyon field site 155 

This kind of outdoor experiments, defined to test the ambient depolluting efficiency of 156 
photocatalytic materials, require the choice of the appropriate scenario. In this case, to test the 157 
chosen photoactive material to be used on roadway the selection of a suitable street was crucial 158 
and it was conditioned by several factors: a) the necessity of an existing asphaltic mixture 159 
compatible with the chosen photocatalytic coating material; b) the convenience that the scenario 160 
was a straight street-canyon with a height/width ratio close to 0.5 to guarantee sufficient ultraviolet 161 
radiation on the road for the photocatalytic phenomenon to take place during several hours around 162 
noon; c) that the test area registered moderate daily mean traffic intensity; d) a minimum 163 
infrastructure to allow the implementation of the measuring system deployment. 164 

Attending all these requirements, the selected urban scenario was a stretch of the Paseo de la 165 
Chopera, a main street of the Municipality of Alcobendas (located 10 km NE of Madrid city and with 166 
more than 117.000 inhabitants). This street is 300 m long x 36 m wide, with buildings around 16 m 167 



 

 

height, bounded by roundabouts at both ends and its road consists of two lanes in each traffic 168 
direction and a median strip. 169 

A section of 60 m long, located approximately in the centre, was selected to be covered with the 170 
photocatalytic coating, applied over a width of around 16 m, covering the road and the median strip 171 
but not the sidewalks (see Figure 1). The length of the photoactive zone was considered adequate 172 
to be able to observe a possible NOx sink effect since it had previously been observed in an 173 
experimental system implemented in a 15 m diameter photocatalytic platform installed in a 174 
suburban area of Madrid [Palacios et al., 2015 d]. Moreover, the East-West orientation of the street 175 
(273 degrees) allowed a large part of the road to receive direct solar radiation during the potentially 176 
photoactive daytime period of the campaign. 177 

178 
Figure 1. Experimental area, Paseo de la Chopera (Alcobendas). Locations of sampling points during the measurement 179 

pre-campaign (represented by the square, P0) and the experimental campaign (represented by the dots, P1 to P7).  180 

Photocatalytic material 181 

The selected photocatalytic coating consisted of a water emulsion with a suspension mainly 182 
composed of TiO2. This product was selected among various due to its good NO depolluting 183 
efficiency obtained in laboratory assays under the ISO 22197-1:2007 international standard method, 184 
designed for testing the air-purification performance of semiconducting photocatalytic materials, 185 
specifically the removal of nitric oxide [ISO, 2007]. This procedure is based on the use of a little 186 
photoreactor where a sample of the photoactive material of interest in flat sheet is UVA irradiated 187 
(simulating the effect of solar radiation) under the presence of a controlled gas flow enriched in NO. 188 
After 5 h of exposing the sample under those conditions, the ratio between NOx inlet and outlet 189 
concentrations in the photoreactor gives the information for evaluating the photocatalytic activity 190 
and the depolluting efficiency of the photoactive sample. In this case the NO removal efficiency was 191 
55% for an NO average inlet concentration of 0,997 ppm. Modified-ISO laboratory assays in which 192 
NO averaged inlet concentration was set to 530, 265 and 140 ppb, revealed no change in resulting 193 



 

 

abatements. Additionally, an estimate of NO surface deposition velocity for this material was 194 
obtained for the latest test conditions. At that concentration, in the range of atmospheric relevant 195 
pollution levels, a classical first-order kinetic approximation was used [Ifang et al., 2014; Mothes et 196 
al., 2018], giving a result for NO surface deposition velocity of 7.2 10-3 m s-1. Interestingly, activity 197 
was similar to those obtained for NO by other studies [Gallus et al., 2015 a; Ifang et al., 2014; Engel 198 
et al., 2015; Mothes et al., 2018]. Nevertheless, it is important having in mind that in such ISO bed 199 
photo-reactors, transport limitations occur that can lead to underestimation of the activity by 200 
possible diffusion limitations (Ifang et al., 2014). 201 

On the other hand, in this work no estimates have been made of the surface deposition rates of 202 
NO2. However, laboratory experiments carried out with several TiO2-based photocatalytic materials 203 
have given values of the same magnitude or lower than that obtained for NO [Ifang et al., 2014; 204 
Engel et al., 2015; Gallus et al., 2015 b; Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2016; 205 
Mothes et al., 2018]. 206 

Typically, models describe deposition process through a three-terms resistance scheme that takes 207 
into account the following factors: the surface activity that is included through the surface 208 
deposition velocity estimated from laboratory assays, the turbulent mixing and the quasi- molecular 209 
diffusion. This overall deposition velocity, that also can be estimated from field experiments in 210 
ambient air (Palacios et al., 2015 d), is always lower than the surface deposition velocity. 211 

Experimental set up 212 

Firstly, in order to characterize the air quality at a location near the studied street minimally affected 213 
by the nearby urban morphology, a pre-campaign was carried out from November 3rd, 2014 to 214 
January 1st, 2015. Meteorological instrumentation and gas analysers (Table 1) were installed inside 215 
a mobile unit (P0) (Figure 1) with that purpose. 216 

The campaign itself to document the ambient effect of applying the photocatalytic coating in Paseo 217 
de la Chopera was operative from 12th September to 22nd October, 2015.  The experimental system 218 
was designed to monitor the air quality and meteorological parameters in different points of this 219 
scenario (see Figure 1 and Table 1). During the first two weeks, that is, before the implementation 220 
of the photocatalytic coating, the system was monitoring this scenario to obtain background 221 
information.  222 

The photocatalytic coating was applied on September 23rd and 24th, 2015. The product was 223 
implemented spraying the water emulsion on the bituminous pavement by means a distributor 224 
truck with a spray bar with nozzles fitted on the back. The application was done on a central section 225 
of the road, including the median strip, so that along the chosen street there were three consecutive 226 
zones: conventional roadway-photocatalytic roadway-conventional roadway. 227 

After applying this coating, the photocatalytic activity of the resultant photoactive bituminous 228 
pavement was tested periodically. A coring of the asphalt mix of two test sections (side and centre) 229 
was carried out and the samples obtained were cut into small adapted specimens so that the 230 
photocatalytic activity of these concrete samples could be tested under the mentioned ISO 231 
standard. 232 

In urban areas, the spatial variability of air pollutant concentration is very strong as a result of the 233 
complex air flows due to the buildings or other obstacles that promote the development of strong 234 
gradients in the pollutant concentrations (Vardoulakis et al., 2003, 2011 a, 2011 b; Buccolieri et al., 235 



 

 

2011; Amorim et al., 2013; Vos et al., 2013; Gromke and Blocken, 2015; Borge et al., 2016; Jeanjean 236 
et al., 2017; Sanchez et al., 2017; Santiago et al., 2017, 2020; Beauchamp et al., 2018; Rivas et al., 237 
2019). Ideally, the three-zone configuration in this street canyon should allow the observation of 238 
horizontal NOx concentration gradients near the road surface induced by the photocatalytic action 239 
of the treated area, especially in conditions of wind flow parallel to the east-west axis of the street 240 
for the which is expected that the influence of the dynamics on the observed gradients will be 241 
minimized and the detection and documentation of the possible NOx sink effect in the active area 242 
versus the untreated area is feasible. 243 

For this purpose, NOx ambient concentrations (NO and NO2) were monitored along the longitudinal 244 
axis of the road (Figure 1) at six different points (P1-P6), two inside (P2, P3) and four outside the 245 
treated area with the photocatalytic material. The air sampling lines consisted in perfluoroalkoxy 246 
tubing with 0.4 cm inner diameter and 53 m (lines 1 to 4) (Figure 2) and 12 m (lines 5 and 6) long. 247 
All the sampling inlets were located at 40 cm high and the air samples were transport to the 248 
respective control booths. 249 

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the experimental set up in the central test area of the Paseo de la Chopera (sampling 250 
points P1 to P4). Air samples are taken to the NOx analyser located inside the booth through underground Teflon tubes. 251 

The lines were properly protected and buried under the asphalt surface to prevent damage from 252 
road traffic and the action of solar light on the gas samples. Inlet sampling points were located in 253 
the middle of the road and protected with meshed cages anchored to the pavement. Particulate 254 

filters (cut-off diameter of 15 m) were placed at the beginning of the sample lines to avoid insects 255 
(Figure 3). The sampling height was selected taking into account the results obtained from previous 256 
measurements of NOx concentration vertical gradients over a similar photocatalytic coating in a 257 
suburban area [Palacios et al., 2015 d]. 258 
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 274 

Figure 3. Photocatalytic stretch of the Paseo de la Chopera. Sampling points P2 and P3 together with the corresponding 275 
booth can be distinguished. Details of a meshed cage, a particulate filter at a sampling point and sampling lines before 276 
being buried are also shown. 277 

In the central test area, represented in Figure 2, the four lines deliver continuously the air samples 278 
to the automatic switching system that sequentially selected each 2 minutes a sample line to be 279 
monitored by the NOx chemiluminescence analyser and the total measurement cycle time lasted 8 280 
min. Only data associated to the second minute of each measurement time of each sampling line 281 
were taken into account for NOx concentration calculation in order to assure that any result could 282 
be affected by the measurement correspondent to the previous line. An external pump (3 m3 h-1) 283 
maintained a constant flow for three of the lines during the time the sampled air mass passing 284 
through the fourth line is being analysed. The great advantage of this setup is that using a single 285 
analyser allows to remove the possible influence of instrumental uncertainties or possible bias 286 
among the NOx concentrations obtained in each measurement point but the drawback is that the 287 
data collection from the four sampling points cannot be simultaneous but sequential. 288 

Additionally, NOx concentrations were also continuously measured at sampling locations P5 and P6 289 
with 1-minute time resolution by means of two other NOx analysers located in the respective control 290 
booths and data were only used for modelling purposes (Part II of this research) [Sanchez et al., 291 
2021]. 292 

As O3 is generally present in ambient air, a change in concentrations could occur due to the reaction 293 
of NO with O3 during the transport in the sampling lines or even in the analyser. Unfortunately, no 294 
surface ozone measurements were available during the measurement campaign, which is why the 295 
error induced by the conversion of NO to NO2 is unknown. Therefore, the results presented using 296 
the concentration values of NO and NO2 have served the purpose of a mere qualitative analysis of 297 
the atmospheric behaviour of these pollutants in the study area. 298 

The chemiluminescence instruments based on molybdenum converters, that are used for indirect 299 
NO2 detection are typically used in monitoring networks although it is well-known that are not 300 
selective in the NOx channels and are affected by positive (NOy) interferences. Nevertheless, it has 301 
been demonstrated to have a minor influence on NOx measurements when they are carried out at 302 
the proximity of a NOx emissions source as road traffic [Kurtenbach et al., 2012; Villena et al., 2012]. 303 

Ambient NOx and O3 concentrations and meteorological parameters (wind speed and direction, air 304 
temperature, relative humidity, solar irradiance and pressure) were measured continuously (5-305 



 

 

minutes averaged) at P7 from September, 15th 2015 to October, 22rd 2015. All these data were also 306 
essential to impose boundary conditions of the microscale modelling (Part II) [Sanchez et al., 2021]. 307 

Table 1 summarizes the instrumentation used in the measurement campaign and its location in the 308 
experimental scenario. All the instruments were calibrated before the beginning of the 309 
experimental campaign and NOx and O3 analysers were located in temperature-controlled rooms or 310 
booths. 311 

Table 1. Instrumentation used in the measurement campaigns and its location in the experimental scenario. 312 

PARAMETER INSTRUMENT MODEL 
LOWER DETECTION 
LIMIT / PRECISION / 

FLOW RATE 

SAMPLING 
SITE 

NO, NO2, NOX 
Chemiluminescence 

analyser 
Thermo Scientific 42i 

0.40 ppb NOx 
±0.4 ppb (500 ppb 

range) 
0.6–0.8 LPM 

P1, P2, P3, P4 

NO, NO2, NOX 
Chemiluminescence 

analyser 
Thermo Scientific 42i 

0.40 ppb NOx 
±0.4 ppb (500 ppb 

range) 
0.6–0.8 LPM 

P5 

NO, NO2, NOX 
Chemiluminescence 

analyser 
Teledyne API 200 A 

0.4 ppb NOx 
0.5% of reading 

0.5 LPM 
P6 

NO, NO2, NOX 
Chemiluminescence 

analyser 
Teledyne API 200 A 

0.4 ppb NOx 
0.5% of reading 

0.5 LPM 
P0, P7 

O3 
UV absorption 

analyser 
Teledyne API 400 A 

< 0.6 ppb NOx 
0.5% of reading 

0.8 LPM 
P0, P7 

Wind 
direction 

Wind vane Met One 590  P0, P7 

Wind speed Cap anemometer Met One 591  P0, P7 

Air 
temperature 
and relative 

humidity 

Thermistor and thin 
film polymer 

capacitor 
Met One 083R  P0, P7 

Total solar 
irradiance 

Pyranometer Met One 595  P0, P7 

 313 

Gas analyser instruments were calibrated using cylinder of compressed gases at certified 314 
concentrations, with N2 as an inert balance gas (Air Liquide) and the dilution and mixing of the gases 315 
were accomplished using a dynamic gas calibrator (Thermo Environmental Instruments, 146C) to 316 
produce zero checks and span concentrations that were similar to ambient ranges. This calibrator 317 
was equipped with O3 generator based on ultraviolet (UV) radiation that was used to calibrate the 318 
Teledyne API 400 A monitor as well as to test the efficiencies of the molybdenum NO2 converters in 319 
the NOx monitors (Thermo Scientific 42i and Teledyne API 200 A). 320 

Traffic volume in the street was also exhaustively determined on three different days throughout 321 
the measurement period by using a video camera (September 29th; October 15th and 22nd). An 322 



 

 

average of 610±113 vehicles/hour was registered in the Paseo de la Chopera. Traffic counts were 323 
analysed by category of vehicles (passenger cars, vans, buses, trucks and motorcycles). Figure 4 324 
shows the daily profile of the average number of vehicles on the Paseo de la Chopera, for which 325 
passenger cars category represents 85.3% of the fleet, with 9% vans, 2% buses, 1.6% trucks and 326 
2.1% motorcycles. An average speed of less than 60 km h-1 was found for the 90% of the fleet (data 327 
was supplied by the Police of the Municipality of Alcobendas). 328 

 329 

 330 

 331 

 332 

 333 

 334 

 335 

 336 

 337 

Figure 4. Daily profile of the average number of vehicles on the Paseo Chopera for September 29th; October 15th and 338 
October 22nd, 2015. 339 

RESULTS 340 

NOx field measurement data 341 

During the pre-campaign phase, the analysis of air quality data recorded at P0 shows a prevalence 342 
of Southeast-South-Southwest winds and, occasionally, Northeast in the area during the 343 
photoactive daytime periods of the registered episodic situations. In addition, averaged 344 
concentrations for NO, NO2 and O3 of 36.2±59.2, 22.8±17.6, 14.6±12.5 ppb were found. 345 

Regarding the experimental campaign itself, the overall NOx concentration results obtained from 346 
the measurements along the road (sampling lines 1 to 4) for control and test scenarios (before and 347 
after the application of the photocatalytic coating, respectively) are presented in Figure 5. It is 348 
remarkable the importance of fresh vehicle emissions that induces fast changes on the signals 349 
making the experimental characterization of the NOx sink effect potentially generated by the 350 
photocatalytic pavement a very difficult task. 351 



 

 

The NO and NO2 daily averaged profiles corresponding to the working days of the periods 12th 352 
September to 23rd September and 25th September to 22nd October, before and after the application 353 
of photocatalytic coating (Figure 6), are clearly associated with the registered traffic pattern at the 354 
Paseo de la Chopera (Figure 4). Maximum NO and NO2 concentration values, registered during traffic 355 
rush hours, differs noticeably from one measuring point to another and between the analysed 356 
periods, especially for NO2 in the late afternoon. During the central hours of the day, the difference 357 
is less marked among the sites but also significant, the mean concentration levels for both NO and 358 
NO2 being significantly higher during the period after to the implementation of the photocatalytic 359 
product. 360 

Figure 5. NOx concentrations along the road during the experimental campaign (12th September to 22nd October, 2015) 361 
registered at sampling locations P1 to P4, before (a) and after (b) the implementation of the photocatalytic coating on the 362 
road. 363 

 364 

 365 

 366 



 

 

367 
Figure 6. Daily mean profiles of 10-minutes averaged NO (upper) and NO2 (lower) concentrations in P1 to P4 locations, 368 
before (blue line) and after (red line) the application of the photocatalytic coating on the bituminous pavement. 369 

In addition, as shown in Figure 7, the daily mean concentrations of NO, NO2 and O3 registered at 370 
building’s roof height (P7) throughout the campaign correspond to the typical behaviour of a 371 
suburban area mainly affected by traffic emissions produced in the nearby area.  372 

 373 
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 380 

 381 

Figure 7. Daily mean profiles of 10-minutes averaged NO, NO2 and O3 concentrations in P7 location during the campaign. 382 

Just as the NO concentrations recorded are mainly due to local emissions, the daily NO2 profile 383 
reflects the additional contribution of its secondary generation through the oxidation of NO by O3 384 



 

 

present in the urban atmosphere. The daily evolution of NO, NO2 and O3 concentrations clearly 385 
reflects a typical ozone formation cycle influenced by both local emissions from the Alcobendas 386 
urban centre and those from the highways near the measurement point (P7) and the metropolitan 387 
area of Madrid, being the advection of these contaminated air masses and the consequent 388 
photochemical reactions the phenomena that modulate the generation of both O3 and secondary 389 
NO2 in the Madrid air basin (Plaza et al., 1997; Martín et al., 2001 a; Martín et al., 2001 b; Palacios 390 
et al., 2002). 391 

Finally, near-road measurements of NO and NO2 at P1 to P4 sites have allowed the estimation of 392 
daily averaged NO2/NOx ratios, displayed in Figure 8, in which atmospheric chemistry also plays a 393 
determining role.  394 

 395 
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 402 

 403 

Figure 8. Daily mean profiles of NO2/NOx ratios at P1 to P4 locations. 404 

During late evening and overnight hours (21:00-06:00 UTC), typical atmospheric stable conditions 405 
and low traffic caused nocturnal NO2/NOx profiles to be quite similar for all locations and values of 406 
around 0.55 were found. The 06:00–08:30 UTC period coincided with morning rush hours, when 407 
atmospheric conditions were transitioning to unstable and high traffic is established. Then a sharp 408 
decrease in NO2/NOx ratios up to 0.4 levels can be noticed linked to vehicles exhaust emissions. 409 
Later, during the 08:30-18:00 UTC time period unstable conditions were established and a 410 
convective mixing together with moderate to high traffic emissions determined the observed ratio. 411 
A notable increase of NO2/NOx up to 0.6 could be observed during the first hours of the period (until 412 
14:00 UTC). After that, vehicle emissions started to increase again and a slight decrease in the ratios 413 
up to 0.5 when traffic intensity was maximum could be noticed. This behaviour is partially explained 414 
by the rapidly NO reaction with ambient ozone to form secondary NO2, altering the on-road 415 
NO2/NOx ratios that would be expected from tailpipe emissions alone. Finally, during late afternoon 416 
and early evening (18:00–21:00 UTC), atmospheric conditions were transitioning to stable and NO 417 
concentrations registered maxima levels at rush hour to approximately 10 ppb when traffic intensity 418 
markedly decreased. As a consequence, NO2/NOx ratios varied from 0.4 to 0.6. The described 419 
behaviour is in accordance with results presented by other authors (Clements et al., 2009; 420 
Richmond-Bryant et al., 2017). 421 
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Una vez hecho el ratio se hace el el promedio diario



 

 

Photocatalysis under optimal ambient conditions 423 

As it has been already demonstrated by a variety of laboratory experiments, the air depolluting 424 
capability of a photocatalytic material, depends not only on the active product itself and its 425 
photocatalytic properties, but also on several parameters as NOx mixing ratio, UV-A irradiance, 426 
relative humidity or flow rate [Devahasdin et al., 2003; Hüsken et al., 2009; Ballari et al., 2010; 427 
Hunger et al., 2010; Ballari et al., 2011; Martínez et al., 2011; Dillert et al., 2012; Ângelo et al., 2013; 428 
Sikkema et al., 2015; Toro et al., 2016; Mothes et al. 2018]. 429 

In this sense, modified-ISO tests performed on the selected material have shown how the variation 430 
in the imposed conditions causes the amount of NO removed from the gas phase by photocatalytic 431 
oxidation to be strongly affected by changes in light intensity, as well as by relative humidity. In 432 
point of fact, these tests have given as a result a reduction in the estimated surface deposition 433 
velocity when relative humidity increased from 20 to 65% to about one third, when the competition 434 
of the water molecules for the active sites in the photocatalytic surface makes difficult the 435 
adsorption of the pollutant, showing no significant photocatalytic activity when its humidity value 436 
reached 85%. Additionally, the activity was increasing by a factor of 2.5 when increasing the UV-A 437 
irradiance from 2 to 10 W m-2 and remained constant at higher UV-A up to 40 W m-2 [Palacios et al., 438 
2015 e]. 439 

This dependence has also been observed in measurements of vertical NOx concentration gradients 440 
made in a suburban area [Palacios et al., 2015 d]. In this referred study photocatalytic activity was 441 
made evident only under specific meteorological conditions: relative humidity less than 63%, wind 442 
speed lower than 1.5 m s-1 and solar irradiance higher than 400 W m-2. A value of 3% of the irradiance 443 
can correspond to UV-A in the Madrid region [Escobedo et al., 2011]. Accordingly, a global irradiance 444 
value of 400 W m-2 would correspond to UV-A radiation levels above 10 W m-2. 445 

Meteorological variables registered at building´s roof during the campaign have enabled 446 
characterizing the ambient conditions that could have an effect on the performance of the 447 
photocatalytic material put in place (Figure 9). In addition, these data supplied essential information 448 
for modelling purposes. 449 
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 474 

Figure 9. Meteorological variables registered at the roof of the Police building (P7) during the measurement campaign in 475 
the Paseo de la Chopera street. Ranges of parameters (solar irradiance, wind speed, wind direction and relative humidity) 476 
used for filtering experimental data are highlighted as shadow areas. 477 

The analysis of the data was made taking into account above mentioned considerations. The 478 
meteorological conditions chosen to guarantee that NOx deposition rates could reach their 479 
maximum values on the photocatalytic pavement were the following: solar irradiance higher than 480 
400 W m-2, relative humidity less than 65% and wind speed lower than 5 m s-1 (registered at 16 m 481 
height in P7 measurement point). Regarding the latest condition, in the 84% of these occasions, the 482 
surface wind speeds monitored in the near meteorological station of the Alcobendas municipality 483 
presented values less than 1.5 m s-1

. These favourable conditions have been registered during 484 
numerous periods along the measurement campaign. 485 

In addition, the wind direction parameter was also included as a filtering condition in the analysis. 486 
Only wind directions close to the east-west direction were selected (sectors 45˚-135˚ and 225˚-487 
315˚), favouring air flows almost parallel to the street (Figure 10). The simulations carried out with 488 
the micro-scale numerical model used in the course of the project made it possible to study the 489 
wind flows that develop in the street under different conditions, confirming the goodness of the 490 
ranges chosen for the filtering used (optimal ambient conditions) both for wind speeds and 491 
directions (Sanchez et al., 2016, 2017). This selection would allow capturing NOx gradients generated 492 
along the street axis that would be essentially associated with the presence of the photocatalytic 493 
surface and not with dynamic effects such as the formation of eddies that inherently induce strong 494 
concentrations gradients when complex air flows not parallel to the longitudinal axis of the street 495 
develop. There were very few data associated with the west sector that met all the conditions (1%), 496 
so the analysis was limited to the data for which the prevailing wind flow coming from the east 497 
sector that represented a 5% of the total data. The eastern flows show fairly similar frequencies of 498 



 

 

wind speeds. Therefore, the NOx gradients induced by the dynamics along the road will be 499 
predictably small and similar before and after the implementation of the photoactive material on 500 
the road. In this way, the differences that could be found between both situations could be 501 
attributed to a potentially remarkable photocatalytic effect. 502 

 503 

Figure 10. Wind roses summarizing the observations of the periods before and after the implementation of the 504 
photocatalytic material (left, all data; right, filtered data for optimal ambient conditions). The colour code represents the 505 
speed ranges in m s-1. 506 

The water adsorption and oxidation processes taking place on the photoactive surface are complex 507 
and depend on its hygroscopic state determined by the actual climatic-meteorological conditions 508 
(Baroghel-Bouny, 2007) that subsequently condition its photocatalytic reaction potential. Wetted 509 
surfaces (during/after rain or condensation events) become reduced or even nullified their NOx 510 
removal ability. Taking into account precipitation data from Alcobendas air quality station 511 
(Community of Madrid Network) and estimating dew temperature through relative humidity and 512 
temperature data from P7, data has been filtered to control the humidity of the substrate and the 513 
atmospheric humidity determining the photocatalytic reaction. Only periods for which two-day 514 
before the precipitation was zero and ambient temperature was higher than dew point were taken 515 
into account. 516 

Concerning the span time of those events in which the environmental conditions were ideal for 517 
photocatalysis to be observed and their related frequency, only 7% of the cases presented a 518 



 

 

duration equal to or greater than one hour, while for 80% of them the persistence was less than 30 519 
minutes (Figure 11). 520 
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 531 

Figure 11. Event span and related frequency under selected optimal ambient conditions. 532 

Assessment of NOx remediation 533 

As the sampling inlets of the experimental system in Paseo de la Chopera were arranged along the 534 
median strip of the road, one of the challenges to overcome in this research was to carefully 535 
preserve the chemical composition of air samples during the transportation time lapse along the 536 
sampling lines to the analyser, minimizing inside the tubing the possible partial evolution of NO by 537 
reactions with ozone or peroxy radicals.  538 

No surface measurements of O3 or volatile organic compounds were available at the time of the 539 
campaign. However, errors induced by the NO/NO2 chemical conversion reactions have been 540 
avoided by analyzing the concentrations of NOx. 541 

As a result of the operating mode of the measuring system, NOx data were recorded every 8 minutes 542 
(measurement cycle) from each sampling point. In order to compare existing concentrations at 543 
sampling locations placed along the street at each time, the data associated with each point (P1 to 544 
P4) has been firstly interpolated to obtain a 2-minutes time-resolution series. Consequently, the 545 
same temporary basis has been applied to the meteorological data.  546 

If the reduction of ambient NOx concentrations produced by the implementation of photocatalytic 547 
material on the road was significant, that is, if the environmental NOx concentration gradients of 548 
those pollutants along the road were higher than those induced by both local emissions and 549 
atmospheric dynamics and chemistry, the concentrations in the P2 and P3 locations should be 550 
clearly affected and clear decrease (taking P4 as reference) should be observed with respect to the 551 
situation previous to the photocatalytic material implementation. This approach, of course, starts 552 
from the premise that the scenario before the implementation of the photocatalytic material can 553 
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be compared with that found after said treatment, since the physical morphology is the same and 554 
the environmental conditions in which it is compared (filtering data) and emissions are very similar. 555 

In order to test the experimental system robustness, NOx concentrations registered at P1 to P4 556 
locations during nocturnal periods (00:00-04:00 UTC) in the whole campaign have been processed 557 
to compute relevant statistics. Corresponding box charts are displayed in Figure 12. NOx means were 558 
8.7, 8.9, 8.8 and 8.8 ppb for sites P1 to P4 and NOx variation coefficients (standard deviation/mean), 559 
used for comparing the degree of variation from one data series to another, were found to be of 62, 560 
63, 62 and 64%, respectively. Therefore, a very similar behaviour along the experimental area was 561 
observed, as expected in stable night conditions and with very low road traffic, which confirms the 562 
correct performance of the measuring system and reveal the spatial homogeneity of the ambient 563 
NOx concentrations along the studied stretch in the absence of strong dynamic and near traffic 564 
emission perturbations. 565 
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 567 
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 573 

 574 

Figure 12. Box plots for NOx concentrations registered at P1 to P4 locations during the campaign for the 00:00-04:00 UTC 575 
period. Box: lower and upper limits are the 25th percentile (Q1) and the 75th percentile (Q3), respectively; median (line); 576 
mean (open symbol). Upper/lower bars: the largest/lower observed point from the dataset that falls within the distance 577 
of 1.5 times the interquartile range. All other observed points are plotted as outliers (diamond). 578 

To evaluate the NOx reduction induced by the photoactive material of the roadway in the selected 579 
optimal ambient conditions, filtered data from measurement points P1 to P4 were processed to 580 
compare the behaviour of the control (without photocatalytic coating) and test (with photocatalytic 581 
coating) scenarios (Figure 13). 582 



 

 

 583 

Figure 13. Box plots for NOx concentrations registered at P1 to P4 locations under optimal ambient conditions, before and 584 
after the implementation of the photocatalytic product. Box: lower and upper limits are the 25th percentile (Q1) and the 585 
75th percentile (Q3), respectively; median (line); mean (open symbol). Upper/lower bars: the largest/lower observed point 586 
from the dataset that falls within the distance of 1.5 times the interquartile range. All other observed points are plotted 587 
as outliers (diamond). 588 

The NOx mean concentrations at the different locations are significantly different and diverse 589 
between the studied periods despite they follow a similar trend. In principle, the chosen street has 590 
an optimal morphology to develop this research, that is, the experimental area is linear, without 591 
slopes and is a suitable street-canyon with the same type of buildings at both sides of the street. 592 
Furthermore, the data have been filtered in order to select a range of wind intensities and directions 593 
that minimizes the differential incidence that dynamic disturbances could have on the NOx gradients 594 
that are established along the street. However, even though practically all vehicles entering from 595 
the ends of the street (P5 and P6) pass through the experimental zone, the driving mode is obviously 596 
affected by the existing pedestrian crossings (P1 and P4), the perpendicular streets (P1) and the 597 
different circulation patterns through the different lanes that make up the road (existing parking 598 
areas attached to the sidewalks, specific parking of vehicles in the lanes of the roads, accesses to 599 
private car parks) (Figure 1). All these circumstances build a complex reality that translates into the 600 
already commented patent inhomogeneity of the NOx concentrations at the measurement locations 601 
(Table 2). 602 

Having into account precision of ±0.4 ppb (500 ppb range) for the NOx analyzer measuring at 603 
sampling locations P1 to P4, the system would have been able to detect ambient NOx reductions 604 
related to a photocatalytic effect if they had been above 3%, in the average experimental conditions, 605 
within the range of 30 to 60 ppb. 606 

 607 

 608 

 609 

 610 

 611 

Table 2. Statistics computed for NOx concentrations registered at P1 to P4 locations during optimal ambient conditions 612 
before and after the implementation of the photocatalytic product. Q1, 25th percentile and Q3, 75th percentile. (a) 613 
Nocturnal (00:00-04:00 UTC); (b) Control scenario (before); (c) Test scenario (after).  614 



 

 

  
N  Mean 

(ppb) 
Standard 
deviation 

(ppb) 

Coefficient 
of variation 

Minimum 
(ppb) 

Q1 
(ppb) 

Q3 
(ppb) 

Maximum 
(ppb) 

(a) NOx  (P1) 3932 8.7 5.3 0.6 1.2 4.4 11.6 26.8 
 NOx (P2) 3932 8.9 5.6 0.6 1.3 4.5 11.8 28.4 
 NOx (P3) 3932 8.8 5.5 0.6 1.1 4.4 11.6 28.3 
 NOx (P4) 3932 8.8 5.6 0.6 1.1 4.4 11.5 28.2 
          

(b) NOx  (P1) 390 51.8 36.8 0.7 8.4 20.1 78.6 156.4 
 NOx (P2) 390 42.3 28.7 0.7 8.2 18.2 59.5 137.5 
 NOx (P3) 390 40.6 27.0 0.7 8.3 20.2 54.1 124.7 
 NOx (P4) 390 34.8 24.4 0.7 8.2 17.6 45.3 107.3 
          

(c) NOx  (P1) 591 40.7 22.0 0.5 7.8 24.9 51.5 114.4 
 NOx (P2) 591 36.0 19.5 0.5 6.2 21.6 44.4 94.9 
 NOx (P3) 591 34.8 19.2 0.6 5.9 21.9 45.4 95.8 
 NOx (P4) 591 29.5 15.6 0.5 8.5 17.2 38.7 79.2 

Taking diurnal NOx concentrations registered at building’s level (P7) before and after the application 615 
of the photocatalytic product under optimal ambient conditions, the ratio (NOx before/NOx after) 616 
showed an averaged ratio of 1.1 and could explain partially the difference between the mean 617 
concentrations found at street level. In the experimental area, the corresponding NOx ratios for P1 618 
to P4 were 1.3, 1.2, 1.2 and 1.2, respectively, which reveals the influence of the urban background 619 
on the local NOx concentrations observed. 620 

The difference in NOx concentrations found among the four measurement points prevents a direct 621 
comparison between the control and test scenarios. For this reason, keeping in mind the filtering 622 
ambient conditions applied to data set, the three measuring points potentially affected by the NOx 623 
sink effect were P1 to P3 and the differences in concentrations relative to the P4 location have been 624 
calculated. P4 has been taken as a reference point because this site is not subject to the influence 625 
of the photocatalytic effect under the east-wind sector selected. 626 
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 642 

Figure 14. Relative NOx concentration differences for the control and test scenarios. Box: lower and upper limits are the 643 
25th percentile (Q1) and the 75th percentile (Q3), respectively; median (line); mean (open symbol). Upper/lower bars: the 644 
largest/lower observed point from the dataset that falls within the distance of 1.5 times the interquartile range. All other 645 
observed points are plotted as outliers (diamond). 646 

No variation in the relative NOx concentration differences (Figure 14) were found when test scenario 647 
is compared with the control one for P2 and P3 locations which implies that, even when a marked 648 
lessening is revealed at P1 (14%), no photocatalytic effect can be associated unequivocally to this 649 
ambient NOx reduction (see Table 3). 650 

Table 3. Statistics computed for relative NOx concentrations differences registered at P1 to P4 locations during optimal 651 
ambient conditions before and after the implementation of the photocatalytic product. Q1, 25th percentile and Q3, 75th 652 
percentile.  (a) Control scenario; (b) Test scenario. 653 

 
Relative NOx 
differences 

N Mean 
(ppb) 

Standard 
deviation 

(ppb) 

Coefficient 
of variation 

Minimum 
(ppb) 

Q1 
(ppb) 

Q3 
(ppb) 

Maximum 
(ppb) 

(a) (NOx P1-NOx P4)/NOx P4 390 0.7 1.3 2.0 -0.5 0.0 0.9 9.6 
 (NOx P2-NOx P4)/NOx P4 390 0.4 0.8 2.2 -0.7 -0.1 0.5 4.8 
 (NOx P3-NOx P4)/NOx P4 390 0.3 0.8 2.3 -0.6 -0.1 0.5 5.1 
          

(b) (NOx P1-NOx P4)/NOx P4 591 0.6 0.9 1.6 -0.7 -0.1 1.0 6.6 
 (NOx P2-NOx P4)/NOx P4 591 0.4 0.8 2.2 -0.7 -0.1 0.6 4.7 
 (NOx P3-NOx P4)/NOx P4 591 0.3 0.8 2.5 -0.7 -0.2 0.5 5.5 

 654 

Consequently, no macroscopic NOx sink effect due to the presence of the photocatalytic material 655 
implemented on the roadway could be unequivocally deduced under the studied experimental 656 
conditions.  657 

Concerning the expected NOx removal in the urban ambient, upper limit photocatalytic NOx 658 
degradation was estimated in the experimental stretch of Paseo de la Chopera considering the 659 
street as an ideal street canyon [Ifang et al., 2014; Mothes et al., 2018]. The wind direction was 660 
considered so that the air mass stream flows at a constant velocity parallel to its longitudinal axis 661 



 

 

with no back mixing and an average wind speed was assumed to be 1.5 m s−1. It was considered that 662 
air polluted mass is longitudinally transported through the canyon, without dilution to the upper air 663 
layer and traverses the 60 m long photocatalytic area. By taking the estimated NO surface deposition 664 
velocity for the selected photocatalytic material implemented on the road and considering NO2 665 
uptakes to be the same as those calculated for NO, a surface reactivity given by an NOx average 666 
deposition velocity of 7.2 10−3 m s-1 was assumed. This gives an NOx uptake coefficient of 7.8 10-5. 667 
Considering the street-canyon cross section of 34 m × 16 m, an active surface to air volume above 668 
the surface ratio of 6 10-2 m−1 was then used to calculate a NO2 first-order rate constant equal to 4.5 669 
10-4 s−1. Taking the residence time of 40 s, the NOx degradation was then calculated, leading to a 670 
maximum estimated photocatalytic NOx potential remediation less than 2%, assuming bituminous 671 
pavement to be totally illuminated. 672 

However, by using this simple approximation, no transport limitations are considered and only 673 
surface activity has been taken into account, neglecting turbulent mixing and quasi molecular-674 
diffusion. If these latest were included, the real NOx uptake would decrease more than a factor of 675 
two [VDI 3782] (NOx remediation less than 1%). Moreover, surfaces are not active during night-time 676 
period and assuming half the daytime there is enough UV-A radiation for photocatalysis to take 677 
place, an average daily upper limit of approximately 0.5% is reached.  678 

For a more accurate assessment, however, it is necessary to use a microscale model. The estimates 679 
made in the project with the CFD model evaluated in Paseo de la Chopera, is presented in the Part 680 
II manuscript (Sanchez et al., 2021). 681 

DISCUSSION 682 

Although laboratory studies on the photocatalytic material used in this urban scenario had clearly 683 
demonstrated its effectiveness for NO degradation (surface deposition velocity, 7.2 10-3 m s-1), from 684 
the results obtained during this field campaign no clear and direct causal relationship can be 685 
established between the presumed NOx depolluting capacity and the actual macroscopic 686 
environmental effect produced on immission levels when the photoactive material was 687 
implemented in the roadway. Other carefully designed field trials carried out in an artificial street 688 
canyon or an illuminated tunnel also failed to provide unquestionable evidences that tested 689 
photoactive materials used there caused a significant reduction in ambient NOx concentrations 690 
[Gallus et al., 2015 a, 2015 b]. 691 

The efficiency of any photoactive product applied on a surface in an open-air scenario and its actual 692 
effect on air quality depends firstly on the overall deposition velocity of the target pollutants on the 693 
photocatalytic surface but also on other determining environmental factors such as the temporal 694 
and spatial variability of near emissions, the very low photoactive surface/polluted atmospheric 695 
volume ratio, the complex geometry of the urban field site, etc. As a result, it is very difficult to 696 
establish experimentally the real depolluting effect in outdoor conditions of any photocatalytic 697 
material, but it is clear that the direct transfer of the nominal value of NOx depolluting capacity 698 
obtained from tests to real outdoor conditions should not be considered as a realistic or valid 699 
approach and real-scale experimental campaigns well designed are strongly recommended. 700 

Although it has not been possible to identify any NOx sink effect that could be unequivocally related 701 
to the purifying action of the material implemented on the road, several reasons are excluded as a 702 
possible cause and are discussed below. 703 



 

 

Most NO surface deposition velocity estimates in the related literature are equal or frequently lower 704 
than the values found for the present photoactive surface. In these conditions, when fast 705 
heterogeneous reactions are assumed, the transport of molecules to the surface is the limiting step 706 
the overall uptake process under typical street canyon conditions and average pollutant reductions 707 
of only a few percent have been estimated (<5%) [Bolte and Flassak, 2012; Boonen and Beeldens, 708 
2014; Mothes et al., 2018; Gallus et al., 2015 b; Palacios et al., 2015 d; Laufs et al., 2010]. In this 709 
work, a calculation has been carried out following a first-order kinetic approach, according to which 710 
the NOx reductions expected in Paseo de la Chopera as a consequence of having implemented the 711 
selected photocatalytic product on the road would be less than 1%. 712 

Moreover, as photocatalytic performance of the surface could be limited by ageing due to ambient 713 
conditions, wearing and soiling, the removal NOx capability of the material implemented on the road 714 
was periodically tested to evaluate its behaviour and to know if the coating needed any treatment 715 
to recover its best conditions. The extraction of the asphalt mix from the street was carried out 716 
during the measurement campaign and the NO photocatalytic activity was checked under ISO test, 717 
being able to observe that the photocatalytic activity was already less than half 25 days after 718 
applying the TiO2-based coating. 719 

The NOx concentrations recorded during the period selected as potentially active from a 720 
photocatalytic point of view should also be excluded as the cause of not having observed any sink 721 
effect, as long as average levels were in the range of 30 to 60 ppb, being 17 to 79 ppb for Q1-Q3 722 
quartiles range. 723 

For the material implemented on the bituminous pavement, NO conversion does not depend on 724 
atmospheric concentrations of this pollutant in experimental ambient conditions [Palacios et al., 725 
2015 c; 2015 e] and NO degradation rate has been adjusted to a first order kinetics. Indeed, for such 726 
a mechanism, NOx conversion seems to be independent of the initial concentration even when the 727 
rates and the number of converted molecules has been observed to be proportional (Herrmann, 728 
2010). However, other studies carried out at higher concentration values, for which order kinetics 729 
have not been defined as first order, defend that efficiencies might be influenced by the pollutant 730 
concentration revealing, eventually, lower abatements when pollutant levels increase (Devahasdin 731 
et al., 2003; Hüsken et al., 2009; Hunger et al., 2010; Martínez et al., 2011; Ângelo et al., 2013). 732 

Furthermore, the experimental system implemented has allowed to compare concentration values 733 
simultaneously inside and outside the photoactive zone in a linear street in approximately identical 734 
ambient conditions, where the NOx analysers used were sensitive enough to quantify small absolute 735 
concentration differences.  736 

Therefore, taking into account the enormous influence of environmental conditions such as wind 737 
speed and direction, humidity or solar irradiance on NOx removal efficiencies, analysis of these 738 
comprehensive collected data has allowed environmental situations to be considered for those that 739 
would be expected to have a greater NOx sink effect. Forcing the filtering of the data in order to 740 
select the most suitable ranges so that the direction and speed of the wind lead to the development 741 
of an air flow almost parallel to the axis of the street, would minimize the possibility of erroneously 742 
associating the NOx concentration gradients found with a potential photocatalytic sink effect when, 743 
actually, they would be simply induced by atmospheric dynamics. On the other hand, it is important 744 
to have in mind that higher turbulent mixing of the street-canyon air with the overlying atmosphere 745 
is expected for other non-selected wind directions, shortening the pollutants residence time and 746 
giving, consequently, less opportunity for the photocatalysis to take place. 747 



 

 

But the greatest influence could be perhaps given from the large variations in ambient NOx 748 
concentrations, mainly due to emissions from traffic, with very high concentrations and frequency. 749 
In this sense, the bias that potentially be introduced by this interfering variable has also tried to be 750 
minimized in such a way that an analogous load and traffic pattern is assumed before and after the 751 
implementation of the photocatalytic material, based on the three intensive traffic registration 752 
campaigns during the measurement period. However, taking into account the behavior of a real 753 
street, this influence could be significant and potentially even greater than the photocatalytic effect 754 
that is intended to be observed. 755 

Together with the data filtering procedure, the experimental design (high spatial and temporal 756 
resolution, an efficient distribution of the sampling points outside and inside the photoactive area, 757 
sampling inlets near the surface) has allowed to evaluate down in detail the behaviour of the air 758 
masses over the photocatalytic bituminous pavement and be aware of the enormous associated 759 
variability and characterize in sufficient detail the gradients established between the photoactive 760 
and non-photoactive zones. It is not surprising that the scenario does not behave as an ideal artificial 761 
street-canyon but as what it is, namely, a real street with a life of its own where the complex 762 
atmospheric dynamics, under unstable conditions, and the enormous influence of daytime local 763 
emissions are reflected in the different behaviour of the air masses at the different measurement 764 
points and gradients found among them. In contrast, at night, during stable conditions, it reveals 765 
very diverse from the daytime and with a minimal influence of the few existing local emissions, the 766 
four measurement points register similar concentrations. This diurnal inhomogeneity, which 767 
distances the operation of the studied system (street/urban atmosphere) from that which would 768 
take place in a reactor in which a laminar-plugged flow was established, is not surprising and is the 769 
typical situation in any real street. 770 

The complexity of atmospheric phenomena involved should be considered when using basic 771 
statistics to evaluate real environmental data in order to infer any possible environmental effect 772 
derived from the use of photocatalytic materials in outdoor scenarios. Consequently, a basic 773 
condition to correctly quantify the NOx photocatalytic remediation has to be that similarity between 774 
reference and active areas are reasonable. If not, no homogeneous urban NOx background and 775 
different emission strength or pollutant dispersion conditions (geometry of the sites, sampling 776 
periods) may cause high uncertainties in the estimates. In the present study, reference and active 777 
areas are located one near each other and measurements have been taken under comparable 778 
decisive ambient conditions, minimizing the mentioned sources of error. 779 

Very different removal efficiencies could be reported depending on the height at which pollutants 780 
are measured. Taking into account the small magnitude of the expected NOx deposition flows with 781 
respect to those of the actual emissions in the area, the design of the air sampling was conceived to 782 
allow the capture of the horizontal concentration changes near the photoactive surface, offering a 783 
higher probability of observing the possible impact of the existing sink effect caused by the induced 784 
downward NOx deposition fluxes. Obviously, at network stations (3 m high) it is not expected to 785 
detect a reduction greater than near the photocatalytic surface (Sanchez et al., 2021). 786 

The ratio of photoactive surface to air volume above this surface (Sactive/V ratio) for field trials in the 787 
open atmosphere has been defined as an important parameter limiting heterogeneous uptake and 788 
street canyon ratios of nearly 0.1 m-1 are typical. The nonquantifiable NOx reductions found must 789 
not be explained by the geometry of the present canyon site which has a comparable Sactive/V ratio 790 
(0.06 m−1) to other photocatalytic field experiments that reported higher NOx reduction (Guerrini 791 
and Peccati, 2007; Ballari and Brouwers, 2013). Other studies done under unrealistically high active 792 



 

 

surface to volume ratios (Maggos et al., 2008; Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular Biology and 793 
Applied Ecology IME, 2010) have shown also notable reductions but scaling down to real urban 794 
street conditions resulted in an estimated reduction of only ~5% (Laufs et al., 2010). Recently, 795 
PhotoPAQ project reported no significant photocatalytic remediation for NOx, with only an upper 796 
limit of ≤ 2% under atmospheric conditions at an urban background site (Gallus et al., 2015 b). 797 
Similar results (4%) were found in the experimental system installed in a suburban area of Madrid 798 
(Germán et al., 2015). 799 

Results extracted from data analysis have shown that horizontal relative NOx concentration 800 
differences found for both control and test scenarios have not allowed inferring any macroscopic 801 
photocatalytic effect on the air quality of the street due to the presence of the photocatalytic 802 
pavement. Moreover, the remarkable spatial variability observed in the concentrations along the 803 
street during the experimental campaign makes it extremely difficult to associate any reduction in 804 
NOx with an induced sink effect. 805 

These findings do not imply that the photocatalytic phenomenon does not take place, but rather 806 
that its macroscopic effect on ambient NOx concentrations cannot be experimentally distinguished 807 
from the gradients induced by other atmospheric phenomena. In order to quantify the 808 
photocatalytic effects on ambient NOx concentrations in other conditions, microscale modelling, 809 
previously evaluated with experimental data from the conditions investigated in the present field 810 
study, is necessary (Part II) [Sanchez et al., 2021]. 811 

CONCLUSIONS 812 

In the present field study photocatalytic remediation of nitrogen oxides was studied in a real street 813 
of the municipality of Alcobendas (Community of Madrid, Spain) where a photocatalytic coating 814 
with a high NOx removal under laboratory standard test was applied on a bituminous pavement. A 815 
specific air quality measuring campaign was carried out during 41 days in early autumn, before and 816 
after the application of the coating on the road.  817 

To tackle the experimental characterization of any expected pollution abatement due to the use of 818 
a photoactive surface in outdoor spaces, the design of the deployed experimental setup is critical 819 
and should complying with a series of fundamental specifications: active and reference areas with 820 
similar geometry and dispersive conditions and with a realistic active surface versus volume ratio, 821 
concentration measurements with high temporal and spatial resolution and quasi-simultaneous in 822 
both zones, parallel measurements of the variables meteorological influencing the photocatalytic 823 
process to characterize the behaviour of air masses in the street and, finally, air sampling inlets close 824 
enough to both the photoactive sinks and the reference non active surfaces. If not, any conclusion 825 
drawn about the ambient NOx depolluting strength of a surface may be easily misleading. Another 826 
key factor to ensure that any change in NOx concentrations can be related to the TiO2-based surface 827 
and not to other factors is the careful selection of optimal ambient conditions in order to minimize 828 
the effect of interfering variables (dynamic and emissions) and facilitate the observation of the NOx 829 
sink. 830 

Despite having carefully considered all the mentioned issues, no evident NOx remediation was 831 
observed in the street under the studied experimental conditions. Three main reasons explain it: 832 
the large polluted air volume compared to the active surface, the low estimated deposition fluxes 833 
of NOx when are compared to emission fluxes and the transport limitations of the pollutants towards 834 
the active surfaces typically existing at real open sites. 835 



 

 

Microscale modelling can help to the estimation of the degree to which the environmental NOx 836 
reductions can be associated with the sink effect induced by the photocatalytic material because 837 
pollutant dispersion is simulated at high resolution taking into account the dispersive (wind fields, 838 
turbulence levels and pollutant transport and diffusion) and reactive (photochemistry) 839 
phenomenology of the atmosphere. Experimental data from this campaign have provided detailed 840 
relevant information that has allowed the evaluation of the performance of a computational fluid 841 
dynamic (CFD) model and its subsequent use to simulate the dispersive conditions and gradients of 842 
NOx concentrations in the street of Alcobendas in which the photocatalytic coating was applied (Part 843 
II of this manuscript). Both mentioned, experimental and numerical, methodologies, used in a 844 
complementary way, open up new possibilities for the air quality Administrations making its 845 
management feasible based on scientific results obtained in real urban environments in order to 846 
assess what role these photocatalytic materials could play within environmental quality policies and 847 
strategies for the public benefit. 848 
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